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A RESLARCJ! Sll!fJY OF 11tE EFFLCTS OF
BEHAVIORAL GROUP COUN!'ELI!'IG UPON COLLEGE FRESfL'If:N

Aostract r:,f Dissertation
It \o.'as the purpo:5C> of this ~tudy to consider the effects of behavioral group
couns~;.~l iHg Oil fn~s!:=:.i:m t,;ho enter r:;..:thany 8ib tc College, Santa Cru~.• California~ t...j th.

lm.- high school grc>.rie point avsragcs, 11te data was collected and considc·rcd in thrt.·e
cf·[c-ct of behavioral gr~1up c-':-.tmseling, (2) size of high s=hooJ from \~:tic!L
graduil.ted, :ml.l (3) male··feJ:1alc achievement. The rc-sto.rclwr was co:Jce-rncd
specificall}' !;l~h: (1) d.\.gcovoring if bei1uvi.on,l group couusc1ing :\'11!. signific8!itlr
improv,z ac<i.clemi.: a-.:1<11~\'em~::nt, (2) nnalyz:ir:..r, the relationship of the siz.e of hig'r.
school from ,~;l iC'I\ t ;H~ subjects grat:lua teO .md nc.;!dcrni c achievcm~Jn t, ( 3) comp.:ning
male.·· fcw.d(! a~::aC.~mi..:: ar.ilit.'Ve:7!ent 1 (·1) af sess the ar:acicmic acilievcn:ent of student~
1nvolv(·d in this study \o:ith .llmilai students \oiho in the successive ye-u.rs 1963-19tJ7
e.lt!..•rcrl r.~th~my Bible Coll·~;:~, and (S) analyzing the data as it mar be <!pplied to
~l'OUfl :ounscling futt.rc fresllmcn at Bethany Bible College.
arc~15:
(l)
th~;~ stuJ"iit

An cllll)'~is C'f veri::ti1Ce thrue-1;'<1.)' rz.scarch d~sign ...:~s sclecll.~.d. 'i'nis design
allOI·ted r~)r the planniJ~~ ~nd analysis of the three independent. •:,1riables h'hic:l were:
( lj i1ehavloral gruti? <:~H.tr:.'iel.in_g nr 1.?.ck of bch<!.vioral group <:ouas~liag, (2) sex, ond
(3) si zc of hjgh ~:chonl frcm td1ich the student graduated. 11w depend~nt varl able was
the first scnt~~!;t-.!r r.n.dt point ~VC!r.J.ge re1:eived by the subje..::ts involvcJ in tne study.

11w entt::.dng freshmen ::J.t Det!ta.r.r IHblc Col1cgc during the faJl sem~·ster of 1968
with i1igh sci1e:ol grade point avera,1es of 2,5 or be!o:oJ wore divided ir1~~\ fou1· re.'.etuci~
r:r-oLAp~ of tt-,·ent~:-four subjects per grour.
The four grou1.s \.,.ere treatc·d in the foJ. ..
lmdn& r.1nnncr:
Group#!, Thi.s grc·up Has divided lnt.o three subgrouy.s of eight students pnr
F,~l·t~j·_---The investigator met each subgrour for ono hour of coiJns~li:~n ;-~.r ~:.z·ck
for el(":Vt:Jl cm1tinaou.s i\c-e;...:::., During these- sessions, every verba!izt·d comwcmt
by a mer:her of the group that h'a5 po~ltive in regard to his cwn 5elf-cvnu.:pt wa;,
ir.l.JI1ediutf:l)" posit:ivl.!ly rt.lnforn~J.
Grc:~..£. .~}:
111 i.s group I·: as -:I i. vi Jed and t-t·ea lcJ in the same n~.:o.nner as Group f.' 1 1d th
tllc exception of a cl.8.11gc in the rcinforccr:".ent schedule fror·1 continuous tv ?artlal .
.QE£~ _!2.
This group met one(' a h'eck fo-r coffee and discu;5sion. Rcinfot·::e;-r.cnt
1\".l:> not cc:.,scLHIIjly given to tile subjects b)' the researcher .
.9.~.?~1£. .!!_~.
This grvup li~·;~r met "'·ith the r~::sea!dler.
~·he conclusions dr<l'.m from the a;,alys~s of Vf.tr.icwcc resean·.h Jesi.g~\ indi.:.1te that
sig11ificanc" .1t the P .03 level existed 01llt in the high school sjz•.: v<:>.rlab1e. Sut.jcc::ts from the r.-.cdi•tr.~ etn(l 1nrgo high 3ChoGJc; achicv~d at a significar1t.ly hig!lBl' lev.•d
than tl;.,:)se frc'a small i1igh schools. Al th)u_gh >.he benavioral .51~oup cc·uns&l ing did not
prove tC' have signi£icance ....-1th tltt'! analysis of v;.1riance de-sigu, usin~ a chi .3quare
analysis, tht:! Uata ind.i.catc that ti!cre h'OS a si,;nificant !JO.:dt::vc di{fercr~ce in the
mHni..>er of achl~v..:rs \,'IIO 1·:..:r-~ pr:rt of tnc COltn:.it;ieJ groups as cor.1parcd witn Stlhje\:t3
\'.'hO h'QTC" not COlu1S~led, / .. bo, 2 s . . . !~r.i ficant po!:itive diffl...!rcnct- app.;::ared \Jet'.1C~.n those
~>'iio r~c~.::.vt~d b{'"haviora.l .~:roup Cl'Ur:.scllng in this study and prev.iuus r:oncounselcd
f1eshrnen w.t Bcti1any Bible College.

Ti1::: findings of this study strongly suggest the need to undorta~" rcse;arch to:
(1)
•.~j::;cr.nit:!r in ::h:a"t·c:.- t·.::1;ns 1L..:t re;d:iy :1o.i:~·ens as J. n1sult of beh;;;.vior,1.! g.rou:1 cmmselin~.
s.:.s::i0r.::., (2'1 fottlH.·.r- c::;tablisl. t!d.s counseling tcchtdqu~: by u~ing the a~1proJ.::It in oth<.T
r•ossi'J:ie gro·,;p 3ettln~:., and (3) dcti.:l"l!:ine it t},is counseling ?.ppro;..::h ·,.;oulJ. prvve
si£n.ificant in a 1ongitull.inal study t.-ith subjer:ts fro:n freshman through SC'nior year.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINI'l'IONS OF' TERNS USED
I.

IN'l'RODUCTION

Behavioral counseling on the traditional

counselor~

client: one-to-one basis has been researched and studied
for several years.
Krumboltz

1

Recently some investigators, such as

and Thoresen,

2 have been endeavoring to apply

basic behavioral counseling techniques t.o the group setting.
Colleges with a liberal admissions policy

ofb~n

allow freshmen to ent.er wi-tl-1 low high school grade point
averages.

'J1 hese freshmen present a potential opportuni t.y

for implementation of group counseling.

'l'o provide trained

counselors on the traditional one-to-one basis for all such
freshmen may be :financially impractical.

Group counseling

with these freshmen could allow one trained counselor to
have many more clients than would be possible with the traditional approach.
Relative to high school preparation and grade point

1

John D. Krumboltz, "Behavioral Counseling and Research," Personnel and Guidance Journal, Vol. 44, Decernber,
1965, pp. -383-387-:
----· - - - - 2 John D. Krumbol tz and C. E. Thoresen, "'rhe Effect
of Behavioral Counseling in Group and Individual Settings
on Information Seeking Behavior 11 :JO~J.:"_I_0_:J:. S!i.. csmnselj:!l.5l
x~_C:.f_l_?j_Qg_y, November
1964, pp. 324-333 .
I

I

....

2

average, Bethany Bible College, located in Santa Cruz,
.California, maintains a liberal admissions policy.

The

college is church related and operated by the Assemblies of
God denomination.

Bethany Bible College was founded in

1919 by the Reverend and Mrs. Robert J. craig as part of the
ministry of Glad Tidings Mission in San Francisco.

3

Founded

as a short-term Bible training extension of the mission, it
was known as Glad Tidings Bible Training School.
was open to any individual who desired Bible

The school

training~

how-

ever, it was specifically started to train the new converts
.
.
4
wh o a tt-en d e d th e IDlSSlon.
In 1922 the school was incorporated and the name
changed t.o Glad Tidings Bible Inst.i tute.

5

In 1944 the two-

year training program that had been in existence since the
founding of the school was expanded to a three-year program
and the curriculum further standardized.

6

Any person who

desired to attend the institute was encouraged to apply,
regardless of academic preparation.
In 1950 the present campus in Bethany Park was ac-

3

Bethany Bible College, Bulletin, 1968-1969 Edition,
Santa Cruz, California, p. 9.

4 Ibid.
5
6

Ibid.
rbid.

3

quired, and the institution moved to San·ta cruz.

With the

completion of necessary planning and approval, on September 3, 1955, the institute was incorporated under the name
of Bethany Bible College and granted the status of a fouryear, degree-granting college. 7

'l1 he development of the four-

year collegiate program led to accreditation by the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges in OctobeJ:7, 1959.

8

The

school was accredited by the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges in January, 1966. 9
The college has evolved from a small, informal training class at a mission to a four-year, degree-granting
accredited college.

With this evolvement, entrance require-·

Inents have changed.

However, a student today need only be

a high school graduate to apply for admission.

Requirements

are not strictly stipulated regarding high school major or
grade point average received.

Thus, each year the freshman

class contains many students with low high school grade
point averages who find the academic work at Bethany Bible
College difficult and do not maintain the minimum grade
point average required to stay enrolled.

9,___. ,01..d•

The freshman

4

classes also contain those students who enter the college
with. low high school grade point averages but are able to
maintain a grade point average high enough to stay enrolled.
The 1968-1969 edition of the Bethany Bible College
Bu1~t:i.!3_

states t.he following relative to educational re-

quirement.s fo:c admission:
All applicants are required to be graduates of a
high school with a record of satisfactory level of
achievement..
In conventiona 1 grading systems, a "C"
average is considered the minimum.
The Admissions
Conunittee will handle on an individual basis those with
nonstandard high school evaluations. Applicants who
present an academically unfavorable high school record
may:
(1) be denied admission, or (2) be admitted with
restrictions and on academic probation.
In this latter
case, the probation may be lifted by satisfactory
achievement, just a.s in other cases of academic probation.lO
This admissions policy has developed as a result of
the evolvement of the college and the desire of the church

.

to retain a college that will accept its youth.
II.

11

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study to consider the
effects of behavioral group counseling on freshmen who
enter Bethany Bible College with low high school grade point

lOI' . d

.....£~..- •

I

p. 19 .

5

averages.

The data were collected and considered in three

(1) effect of behavioral group counseling,

areas:

(2) size

of high school from which the student graduated, and (3)
male-female achievement.

The freshmen involved in the re-

search study were randomly selected from those students
entering the college during the fall semester of 1968 with
high school grade point averages of 2.5 * or below.
The researcher also compared the grade point averages
of the subjects involved in this study with similar subjects
who entered Bethany Bible College as freshmen during the
fall semesters from 1963 through 1967.

rrhis study was felt to be important for the following
reasons:
1.

Considerations related to church support and affiliation require Bethany Bible College to maintain
an open door admissions policy to all church related high school graduates.

2.

St.udies related to the entering freshmen in the
Bible college setting with a low high school grade
point average have been virtually nonexistent.
Insofar as this researcher has been able to determine, this is the only research study attempted
that dealt with entering Bible college freshmen
with low grade point averages who were exposed to
behavioral group counseling.

3.

Because of the financial difficulties in providing

* 2.5

grade point average is based on a 4 point scale.
A=4, B=3, C=2, D=l, and F=O.

6

trained counselors for all incoming freshmen who
have low high school grade point averages, this
study may give insight to the manner in which one
counselor in a Bible college may work with many
groups of students instead of working with the
smaller case load that would be considered with the
traditional one-to-one counseling.~pproach.
4.

This study may be of help to the forty-eight. Bible
colleges accredited by the Accrediting Association
of Bible Colleges which all face the same basic
problem of an open door admisc::d.oh policy.
III.

PURPOSES OF Tl-I.E STUDY

It was the purpose of this study to consider the
effects of behavioral group counseling on freshmen who enter
Bethany Bible College with low high school grade point
averages.

The data were collected and considered in three
I

areas:

(1) effect of behavioral group counseling,

(2) size

of high school from which the student graduated, and (3)
male-female achievement.
specifically with:

The researcher was concerned

(1) discovering if behavioral group coun-

seling will significantly improve academic achievement,

(2)

analyzing the relationship of the size of high school from
which the subjects graduated and academic achievement,
comparing male-female acadernic achievement,

(3)

(4) assess the

academic achievement of students involved in this study with
similar students who in the successive years 1963- 1967
entered Bethany Bible College, and (5) analyzing the data
as it

Ina~/

l1e applied to group counseling fu·tt1..r€ freshiner1 at:

Bethany Bible College.

I

I
il
lj

r•

li

i!
11

li

li

In order to collect these data, the
with the assistance of GeraJ.d
Educational

Re~earch

N~lson,

investigate~,

Assistant Professor of

and Statistics at the University of ths

Pacific, first designed the research procedure and ielected
the statistical method to be used.

An analysis of variance

three-way design *' was ·selected since this type of design
allm..:s three independent variables to be considered in relati.on to. the dependent variable.
variabl~

pendent

In this study, the de-

was the first semester grade point average

received by the. subjects involved in the study.

These sub-

jects were all enr:olled in their first semester of college
st:udy at Bet.hany Bible college.
The independent variables considered in this study
incl-ude:

(1) behavioral group counseling or lack of be--

havioral group

coun~eling,

(2) sex,

and (3) size of high

school from which the student graduated.
Fred N. Kerlinger states that the analysis of variance
three-way design is a valid approach in behavioral research.
Kerlinger comments:
One of the most significant and revolutionary develo.:pments in modern research design and statistics is
the planning and analysis of the simultaneous operation

-----·------

*The
next page.

research design is graphjca]Jy presented·on the
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and interaction of two or mm:e variables. Scientists
have long known that variables do n9t act independently.
Rather, they often act in concert.l2
Procedure
The investigator divided the freshman'class of 1968
at Bethany Bible College into two

categorif:~s:

(1) those

with high school grade point averages above 2.5 (based on a
-

4 point scale), and (2) those with high school grade point
averages·below 2.5.
The seJ.ection of a 2.5 grade point average as the
break between the two groups was decided upon after the
researcher reviewed the academic achievements of five entering freshman classes at Bethany Bible College.

'I'he five

freshman classes were from the fall of 1963 through the fall
of 1967. *
areas:

A total of 990 freshmen were reviewed in two

(1) their high school grade point average, and (2)

their grade point average at the end of their first semester
at Bethany Bible College.
·apparent~

From this review a trend became

Students entering Bethany Bible College with a

high school grade point average of 2.5 or below had a high
rate of academic difficulty as compared with those students

12

Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundation of Behavioral Research
(New Yor_·k: Holt, Rinehart a·nd Wins ton, rn·c:-;-]~g 64 }-; p-~---;rf3:-·

*The table on the next page presents a profile on
the freshman classes 1963-1967.

10

11
entering with high school grade point averages above 2.5.
From 1963 through 1967, 46% (461 of 990) of those students
entering Bethany,Bible College as freshmen had high school

.

.

grade point averages of 2.5 or below.
Descriptig~

of

Resear~~--9roup~

The entering freshmen at Bethany Bible College during
the fall semester of 1968 with high school grade point
averages of 2.5 or below were randomly placed into four
groups.

For the study, these four groups each contained

twenty-four subjects and were treated in the following manner:
Group #1. This group was divided into three subgroups
of e'ight subjects per group. The researcher met each
subgroup for one hour of counseling per week for
.eleven continuous weeks.* During these sessions, every
verbalized conl!llent by a member bf the group that was
positive in regard to his own self-concept was immediately positively reinforced by the researcher with a
positive verbal comnent such as, "very good" or "excellent." These three subgroups were reinforced on a
continuous schedule.
Grou:e. #2. 'rhis group was divided and treated in the
same manner as Group #l described above, except for
one difference, that being a change in the schedule of
positive reinforcement. Group #1 received reinforcement on a continuous schedule. Group #2 received partial reinforcement. Therefore, not every verbalized
response by a member of the group that was positive
regarding his self-concept was positively reinforced.
The researcher positively reinforced approximately one
in every two positive statements given by a member of
this group.

*The total of eleven one-hour sessions was arrived at
by reviewing seventy-two group counseling studies.

12
Grou12 #3. This group contained twenty·- four subjects
who met once a week with the researcher to talk and
have coffee. A direction was not given by the researcher regarding the things to be talked about in the
sessions. Each session was open to any thought the
subjects wanted to discuss. Reinforcement was not consciously given to the subjects by the researcher.
Group #4. This group contained twenty·-- four subjects
who-never met as a group with the researcher.
These
~ubjects were randomly placed in this group.
IV.

ASSUMP'J'lONS AND LIMITATIONS

The assumptions upon which this research study is
based follow.

1.

2.

Students entering Bethany Bible College with high
school grade point. averages belmv 2. 5 may have
academic difficulties.
The research study took place in a Bible college
may be different from a liberal arts college
or university in the following ways:
(1) a Bible
college has the basic objective to prepare students
for church or Christian ministries, (2) this objective is carried out through a program of Biblical
and practical education, and (3) it is anticipated
that a student who attends a Bible college has a
religious cOimnitment.

·~which

3.

4.

Students involved in the behavioral group counseling sessions may change their self-concept which
· change could affect their academic work at Bethany
Bible College.
~rhe data thus collected from the study may be of
value to other colleges with open door admission
policies, especially Bible colleges.

This investigation is also based upon certain limitationi which follow.

/~)
!
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Limi·tations
1.

'l'hose set by the consideration of certain var,iables
that may not be considered in the research design. These variables could include health of t.he
subjects, time of group meetings, members of groups
that may have personality conflicts, and any number
of other variables that could affect: a study of
this nature.

2.

Those inherent in the nature and scope of the
randomly sel~cted groups.

3.

Those r.esul ting from analyzing only the student • s
high school grade point average, sex, and size of
high school from which he graduated.

4.

Those resulting from selecting the first semester
grade point averaga of academic work at Bethany
Bible College as the dependent variable.

5.

Those set by the investigator's concern to have the
subjects achieve the minimum 1.75 grade point
average required to stay enrolled as a student at
Bethany Bible College.

6.

Those inherent in the nature of this research
study.

7.

Those inherent in applying the resul t:s of this
·study to similar Bible colleges.

8.

Those affected by the individual bias of the researcher.
V.

DEFINITIONS OF TERM.S

'Jihe following definitions of terms will be used
throughout the study:
1.

B~ha'd.or.§l

prou.P. _Qou~_seli_l)_g: An approach to coun-seling, using basic operant conditioning principles. The adjective behavioral does not irnply
that there ~rc other J~inds of counselj :"l.SJ thtit
should be categorized as nonbehavioral counsel-11

11

11

14.
ing." The term is used as a reminder that all
counseling is designed to affect the behavior of
the client.
In this sense, all counseling is behavioral counseling.l3 It may be further added
that this is an approach to gE_2lltL.~.l;k,Ilg that
consists of whatever ethical activities a counselor
undertakes in an effort to help the client engage
in those types of behavior which will lead to a
resolution of the client's problems.l4
2.

J3ib!.§. -~9l:...l.E]_S£: A Bible
educational institution
to prepare students for
tian ministries throuqh
practical education.l5

3.

---r6---·
ment.

4.

Grade Point Averaqe: The average of grades rec-eived-by-the stt1dent in academic work. At 'Bethany
Bible College A=4.0 points, B=3.0 points, C=2.0
points, D=l.O point, and F=O points.

5.

.Q...P_~n

Extinction:

institute-college is an
whose principal purpose is
church vocations or Chrisa program of Biblical and

Method by which there is no reinforce-

_!?_5?0£ ?>-dl!l_~S~~~ Pq_li_s:_y:
Bethany Bible College, as a church-related college, will admit any
person who has graduated·from a high school or has
the equivalent of a high school education. A high
school grade point average of 2.0 or better is
reconunended but not required.
Regardless of the
high school major, if the subject can meet the spir-

13

John D. Krumbo1 tz, "Behavioral Counseling:
Rat. ionale and Research, ,·, Personnel and Guidance J'ournal, Vo 1. 44,
19 6 51 PP • 3 8 3 •• 3 8 7 • --·---------- - - ------------ --------14Jack Michael and Lee Meyerson, "A Behavioral
Approach to Counseling and Guidance," Harvard Educational
~evie~:> Vol. 32, No. 4, Fall, 1962 I pp·:--3s2-=--4o2-.---------158. A. Witmer, Education w~th Dimension: The Bible
£.q_D_e_ge 8:'::_<2..£¥.::. (New York:
Cha.nnelPress;-inc. ~-Manhasset-,1962) 1 P• 26.
16
Micha.el and Meyerson; 91?..· _c:it_., p. 389.

15
itual and conduct requirements, he will be considered for admission.l7
6.

Random San~:ell:!lg_:
"'l,hat method of drawing a portion
(or sample) of a population ... so that each member
of the population •.. has an equal chance of being
selected. 11 18

7.

Reinforcement: The law of reinforcement states
that a reinforcer which follows a behavior increases the probability of the occurrence of that
behavior.l9 Events which strengthen behavior by
adding to it.20

8.

Continuous Reinforcement: r-1ethod by which every
re1e.vantverbai response is reinforced. 21.

9.

Partial Reinforcement:
Reinforcement that is not
given--on-a.-regular-schedule. Resists extinction
more effectively, or extinguishes more slowly.22

10.

_e.§!l:J:-con~~-=

An organized, fluid but cohsisten"l::
conceptual pattern of perceptions or characteristics and relationships of the 'I' or the 'me',
together with values attached to these concepts.23

17

Bethany Bible College,
Santa cruz, california, p. 19.
18

Bu~leti_:Q_,

1968--1969 Edition,

Kerlinger, Q£· cit., p. 52.

19

R. M. w. Travers, Essentials of Learning: An Overview for Students of Education (New York: Macmillan-company,
19 63f,-_p. -7 5-.- - -·- ------20English and English, A Comprehens~v~ pictionary _g_f
J?SY.fhologica 1 and Psychoanalytical_ .:£e~_ms (New York: Longmans,
Green Company, 1958), p. 452.
21

Michael and Meyerson, loc. cit.

22

J. M. Stephens, E~caj:.ional Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1.959), p. 335.
23

caL·l R. Rogers, Client--Centered :"£.he_Fa.EY (Boston:
Houghfon Mifflin company, l9SJ.), p. 498.
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SUM.rvl.ARY

Chapter I of this report has given an introduction
to the dissertation, stated the problem, specified the
significance of the study, elaborated on the purposes of the
study, outlined the assumptions and limitations upon which
the research is based, and has defined the important terms
used in the report.
Four additional chapters complete the remainder of
the study.

They a..re as follows:

(1) Chapter II:

the Literature Related to this Study,

Review of

(2) Chapter III:

Description of the Design and Procedure of the Study,
chapter IV:

(3)

Presentation of the Collected Data as Revealed

by the Investigation, and (4) Chapter V:

Conclusions Based

Upon the Investigation and Recommendations for Further Study.

CH!-\PTER II

HEVIEW OF 'l'HE

J~ITERATURE

RELATED TO 'l'HIS STUDY

. The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed
in

f~ur

specific areas:

(1) that which related to size of

high school and grades received in high school as a predieter of college grades,
ioral group counseling,

(2) that which dealt with behav-

(3} that which dealt with group

dynamics and group operant conditioning, and (4) the research relative to the adjustment of the

self~concept

through

small group behavioral counseling.
I.

SIZ.E OF' HIGH SCHOOI, AND GRADES RECEIVED
AS A PREDIC'l'OR OF' COLIJEGE GRADES

The college academic achievement of students from
high schools of different sizes has often been the subject
of educational research.

As early as 1917 Pittinger

1

re-

ported a study, and a careful review of the literature has
led the researcher to a number of other studies related t:o
this general area.
sistent findings.

1

These researches have repo:cted incon·An interpretation of these inconsisten-

B. E'. Pittinger, "'J.'he Efficiency of CollE:ge Students
as Conditioned by Age at En"t:rance and Size of High School,"
N9tio~""!J~ S?~J:et:Y_ -~or th~ §tudy .9_:f_ _Ecl~1_ca.t:~o!~ Ye_?rbookl 1917,
Pax·t I.I.

18

cies is difficult because of wide variations in experimental
design and statistical sophistication.
s·tudies reviewed by Hoyt

2

Thus, of the twenty

in 1959, only six controlled

academic ability, only seven analyzed data for the two sexes
separately, and only four reported tests of significance.
Regarding the basic question of comparing performance
of students in college from high schools of diffeient size,
Bertrand,

3

Douglas, 4 Dwyer, 5 J·ackson, 6 and Pett.engill 7 found

no differences in college grades among students from different size high schools.

-----·-·--2

Donald P. Hoyt,

Grades,"

Person~_l ~-~

"Size of High School and College
Guidance Journal, April, 1959, p. 569.

3

J. R. Bertrand, "Relation Between Enrollment of High
Schools from which Students Graduated and Academic Achievement of Agricultural Students," Journal of Education, Vol.
25, 1956, pp. 59·-69.
- - --··----·-

4H. R. Douglass, "Relation of the Pattern of High
School Credits to Scholastic Success in College," North
~~r~ Associatio~ guarterly, Vol. 6, 1931, pp. 283-297.
5

P. S. Dwyer, "Some Suggestions Concerning the Relationship Existing Between Size of High School Attended and
Success in College," Journal of Educational Research, Vol.
32, 1938, pp. 271-280.
---··--6·

.

G. L. Jackson, "The Influence of the High School
Upon Success in the University of Nebraska," (unpublished
thesis, University of Nebraska, 1926).
7

T. E. Pettengill, "Size of High School and Predictive
Value of Class Rank and Aptitude Test Rank," Journal of
Americ~~ Association of College Registrars, Vol. 9, 1~34,
pp. 190-·193.

19
Benz,
berg,

12

8 Be
1 d soe, 9 Pl. tt.1nger, 10 s-ana
t 1 k er, 11 Tornh

and Upshall

13

reported that graduates from large

schools made the best scholastic records in college.
Saupe,

15

8
Mid]-an_9.

and Seyler

16

Ayres, 14

accorded this hono1· to graduates of

H. E. Benz, "Size of City and School Efficiency,"
Sc:hS?o~~, Vol. .40, 1926, p. 313.

9

J. C. Bl.edsoe, "An Analysis of the Relationship of
Size of High School to Marks Received by Graduates in First
Year of College," Journal of E9-ucationa1. Sociology, Vol. 27,

1954, pp. 414-418.
lOB. F. Pittinger, Qp.

ci~.

11

~T. M. Stalnaker, "What Kind of High Schools Con-tribute to College Failures," StudiE?s in _Higher Education,
Purdue University, 1931, p. 17.

12

L. H. Thornberg, "College Scholarship and Size of
High School," §chao~ ~nd ~ociology, VoL 20, 1924, pp.

189·-192.
13 c.

c. Upshall, "Differences Between Good and Poor
Students Chosen on the Basis of College Entrance Test
Scores," Education Administration and. Supervision, Vol. 19,
1933, pp. 507-510.
14

z. c. Ayres, "A Study of Engineering Education at
·Iowa State College," Iowa St_~-!::~ _gollege Bulletin, No. 86,
1927.
15

Mildred w. Saupe, "Size of High School as a Factor
in the C.c:illege Success of Average and Superior Graduates, "
Journal of Americar~. Assoc:i.a.·tion of College Registrars, Vol.
17, 1941, pp. 45-57.

16

E. c. Seyler, "The Value of Rank in High School
Graduating Class for Predic.ting Freshman Scholarship,"
J<2_ur~al of. hmerican A~~C2.-~t~tion_ of College _Reg_:b_§t£~_:!;__§_,
Vol. 15, 19391 pp. 5-22.

20
small schools.

Feder, 17 Garnett, 18 and Manson 19 found that

graduates from medium-sized schools made the highest grades

in college.

However, most of these studies failed to re-

port tests of significance, so presumed contradictions may
simply represent fluctuations due to sampling errors.
High School Rank
The question also appears concerning

1~ank

i.n the

graduating class and if rank should be interpreted differently, depending upon the size of the high school involved.
Bertrand, 20 Pettengill, 21· Seyler, 22 and Stalnaker 23 reported higher average ranks for those from larger schools,
.
24
wh1le Gray
reported no difference.

Other investigators

17

n . D. Feder, "F'actors Which Affect Achievement and
. its Prediction at the College Level," Journa~ of America!l
Association of Cs>ll~_g_§. Registrars, Vol. 15, 1940, pp. 107·-118.
18
R. L. Garnett, "Some Factors in College Success,"
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Missouri,
1931) .
19
crace Manson, "An Investigation of Some Problems
Involved in Student Selection at the University of Michigan,"
(unpublished manuscript, University of Michigan, 1927).
20B er LL.ran d , S?E· .9.~-·
't
21
Pettengill, 2£· cit.
22

23
24

Seyler, .21?.· cit.
stalnaker, QE· cit.

A. c. Gray, ''The Relation of Size of High Scpool
to Ccllegiate Success," (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
University of Minnesota, .1950).

21
also considered the differences in the size of the correlation between high school rank and grade point average,
25
26 f' d'
w1'th Gray
an d Pe t'~eng1'11
1n 1ng th e corre 1 a t'1ons t o b e
homogeneous among groups representing high schools of different. sizes, and Clark

27

finding a higher correlation for

the group from large high schools.

Gray

28

examined differ-

ences in grade point average when high school rank was controlled.

Under this condition, students from larger schools

made better grades than those from medium or small schools
if the high school rank was above fifty.

Aiken s·tates:

One of the most valid predictors of achievement in
college is the average grade in high school. Studies
in Utah, Florida, Georgia and elsewhere indicate that,
in spite of differences in computational procedure
and varying standards and sizes of high schools, the
high school average grade forecasts college grades
better than aptitude tes·ts or any other college entrance
requirement.. This is not particularly surprising,
however, because high school grades presumably represent a better sample of past achievement and motivation
than any of the other predictor variables; and this
seems to compensate somewhat for t.heir inexactness.
Nevertheless, it is possi~le that a good predictor
may be improved by standardizing the method of computation and by taking into account other sources of
variation which may affect its validity, such as rank

25
26

rbid.

9~· ci~.

Pettengill,

27

E. L. Clark, 11 Selection of Freshmen at Northwestern
University College of Liberal Arts, 11 ~d\_1_S?_ati_onal Record,
Vol. 8, 1927, pp. 122-·128.
28

'

Gray, 9.1:2.. ..S:.l t.

22
2<-'

in high school graduating class .. ::~ ... There is some
disagreement, but the majority of investigators find
that the size of high school graduating class is not
related to freshman year performance.3

The authorities who have been reviewed relative to
the

r~lationship

of high school grades and college achieve-

rnent appear to b.e in agreement that high school grades
as fair to good predictors of college achievement.

servE.~

Size of

high school from which students graduate has also been considered for differences in college achievement.

Although

the studies are not consistent, it would appear that graduates of larger high schools perform at a higher academic
level in the freshman year of college.
II.

BEF.-IAVIORAL GROUP COUNSELING

I

Behavioral counseling on the traditional counselor-

I!

client, one-to-one basis has been researched and studied for
several years.

Recently some investigators have been en-

deavoring to apply basic behavioral counseling techniques to

-------·---.---29

Lewis R. Aiken, "Rank in High School Grad1:..ating
Classes of Various Sizes as a Predictor of College Grades,"
'l1he ,Journal of Educational Research 1 Vol. 58 1 October, 1946,

-p-.---56. ___ --·- --------30

_Ibid .

I

p • 57 .

-

if

23
the group s~tting.
Reinforcement
A basic psychological variable which this investi-·
gation utilizes as an experimental counseling technique is
reinforcement which is defined by Skinner
• h s t reng th en b e h av1or.
•
wh 1c
11

II

31

as,

11

•••

events

' t
• h an d Eng 1 1s
• 11 3 2 ].ls
Eng 1 1s

the strengthening of something by adding to it 11 as the

preferred, albeit general meaning.

Travers states:

The law of reinforcement states that a reinforcer
which follows a behavior increases the probability of
the occurrence of that behavior ... reinforcement is
. defined as a condition that increases the probability
that the response reinforced will occur.33
I<rumboltz

34

defines a reinforcer as

11

•••

any stimulus

contingent on a response which results in an increased
frequency of that response ....

11

Reinforcement procedures, primarily verbal, have

31
'
.
( New Yor k :
B. F. Sk.1nner, Sc1ence
an d Human Be h av1or
Macmillan company, 1~53)-;--p-.--gs_-- ----- - - - - - ·
32

English and English, A Col!!l2_rehensive Dtctionary _?f
Terms (New York: Longmans
Green Company, 1958), p. 452.

psycho~oqi~~l ~~~ Psychoan~lytica~

33

R. M. w. Travers, Essentials of Learni~g: An
Overview for Students of Education (NewYork: Macmillan
compan:Y:'" ·1963)-,-----p:-·75.. ------

for

34J. D. Krumboltz, Experimental_ Guidance
(Stanford, 1963), p. 7.

~ehavio£ C~~~~

_'I'ech~i~~?

24

been systematically reviewed by Krasner,
Greenspoon.

37

35

Salzinger,

36

and

There exists ample evidence that the proba-

bility of making a verbal response can be changed through
the introduction of various stimu.li subseque0t to the
.
em1tted
response.

' 38 has stated,
Greenspoon

•• ... most o f t h e

research has demonstrated the phenomenon of verbal conditioning."

Such st:.udies have demonstrated that what. one person

says and does can influence the verbal behavior of another
in an

oJ~derly,

predictable and lav1ful fashion.

Generalization or Transfer Problem
--.-·----·
..·--·- - ---··--·--R-- - - - - - An early and rather typical experiment was that of
Greenspoon

39

where college sophomores were instructed to say

words individually and not to use .sentences, phrases or numbers.

During the first twenty-five minutes, four contil).gent

stimuli were introduced--a verbal stimulus

("nun:...hmrn" and

35

L. Krasner, 11 Studies of the Conditioning of Verbal
Behavior," _p~hological Bulletin, Vol. 55, 1958, pp.
148--170.
36

K. Salzinger, "Experimental Manipulation of Verbal
Behavior," _.;rournal of Genetic Ps~£!ols::g_y, Vol. 61, 1959,
pp. 65-':34.
37

J. Greenspoon, "Verbal Conditioning and Clinical
Psychology, .. in A. J. Bachrach, ~rimen_!:_al Foundations of
Basic Books, l962), -pp:_9linic~l Ps_ycl:!_'2_logy (New York:
510-553.
38

Greenspoon, op.

39 __ , 'd
.l.O ].

•

£i~.,

p. 546.

25
"hnh-uh"), a visual stimulus
and an auditory stimulus

(a five-watt red light flash),

(a 190·-cycle tone) .

The two con-

~

ditioned response classes were a plural noun and a response
class comprised of all verbal responses except plural nouns.
'l'he effects of all contingent stimuli were significantly
demonstrated; more plural nouns were emitted in the experimental group than 'in the control group.

Lacking in this

study is any evidence that the use of these contingent stirnuli could alter subsequent behavior in an independent situation.
Krasner,

40

in presenting the counselor and therapist

as someone who operates with a process which is lawful,
predictable and directive, and someone who has available to
him a series of reinforcement techniques, acknowledges the
therapist as one who manipulates and controls the therapy
situation by his knowledge and use of.learning techniques in
a social re.inforcement situation.

However, such knowledge

and use is relatively restricted by the general lack of
experimental research which demonstrates the efficacy of
verbal conditioning procedures to "life-qutside".

40

41

L. Krasner, "The Therapist as a Social Reinforcement Machine," in H. H. Strupp and L. Luborsky, Research
iJ:?._ P~h_2the:£~N {Washington, D. C.: American Psychological
Association, 1962).
41

.
_Il:nd.

1

p. 40 •

26

Greenspoon

42

calls the matter of generalization of

the response "a critical issue in evaluating any conditioning procedures."

He believes that demonstration of gener-

alization of verbal responses has not been very

conclusive~

One of the problems in considering generalization of effect
.
43
is the question of degree. Greenspoon
discusses experimental evidence of sim:ple generalization tasks where the post
situation involves identical or very similar tasks and con-

.
!. • 1
Wll1
e Krasner
d 1. t 1ons,

44

.
. t as a pro bl em o f d emonv1ews
1.

strating differential behavior changes on dissimilar, independent criteria.
'l'he present study represents an experimental approach
to show effects of treatment generalization or transfer on
achievement in college grades.
One of the few studies done on the problem of generalization was approached by Ullmann, Krasner and Collins 45
using neuropsychiatric patients who were receiving group
therapy.

During storytelling sessions, emotional words were

reinforced and ratings were made by the group therapist

42

43
44
LJ.5

Greenspoon, ££·£it., p. 531.
rbid.
Krasner,

E£·

cit.

- L. P. Ullman, L. Krasner, and B. Collins, "Modification-of Behavior Through Verbal Conditioning," Journal of
Al~!]~~J:. Social P~c;_ho.~ogy_, 1961.

27
before and after the independent experimental storytelling
session.

The personally reinforced patients who received

"mm-hmm" and head nods during four sessions showed significant gains in adequacy of interpersonal relationships
manifested in group therapy.

The impersonally reinforced

patients and the control patients showed no significant
gains.

The group therapist was unaware of which patients

participated in the experiment and which ones served as control subjects.

One of the problems of this study is failure

to control for the positive effect of "personally" attending
to individuals.

Furthermore, the atypical nature of the

population restricts the extent to which results may be considered.

.
T h e s t u d 1es
o f . Rogers

46 an d W1'11'1ams 47 are t yp1ca
.
1

of many verbal conditioning studies in that both failed t.o
demonstrate generalization or transfer effebts although
significant verbal conditioning results were obtained.
Rogers

48

used thirty-six undergraduate students enrolled in

a Psychology 1 class at Stanford in what was termed a "quasi-therapy" setting.

Significant increments in a verbal re--

-----·--·--46-J. M. Rogers, " Operan t Con d.1 t.1on1ng
.
. a Quasl'
.
1n
Therapy Set.ting, '' Journal of Abnormal Social R:?.Ychology,
Vol. 60, 1960, pp.-.247-252~-47

therapy,"
48

R. I. 1-Yilliama, "Verbal Conditioning in Psycho··~merican Ps_ycholog.ist, Vol. 14, 1958, p. 388.
Rogers, .9.1?.· cit.

28

sponse class labeled negative self-reference were found,
while positive and ambiguous self-reference responses failed
to increase significantly.

No significant correlations were

found between several post-test measures and the extent of
verbal conditioning.

Rogers concludes that his investiga-

tion demonstrated behavior change in the interview only
.
. 49
and that perhaps. Wlnder
may be correct in stating that
psychotherapy is a somewhat inefficient process of getting
the client to talk differently and little else.
The study by Rogers

50

is characteristic of several

which have ut.ilized somewhat ambiguous or overly simplified
criteria.

The present study has sought to demonstrate

very specific, concrete generalization effects of treatment
procedures administered during interviews to the behavior
of subjects outside of the interview.

It should be noted

.
that, with the exceptlon
of Schroeder 51 and Thoresen, 52

49

c.

L. Winder, 11 Psychotherapy,
Psy_ch<:?_l95;JX.' Vol. 8, 1957, pp. 309-·330.
50Rogers,

.2£·

II

Anr~ual Review of

't

~·

51

w. W. Schroeder, "The Effect of Reinforcement
Counseling and Model-Reinforcement Counseling on Information
Seeking Behavior of High School Students," (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Stanford University,_l964).
52

c.

E. Thoresen and J. D. Krumboltz, 11 Relationship
of Counselor Reinforcement of Selected Responses to External
Behavior, 11 ,Journ~l of Counseling Psychol~, Vol. 14; No.
2/ 1.967, pp. 140-144.

29
few, if any, investigations have utilized this type of external criteria.
Type of Reinfor.:cing Stimuli
Positive reinforcement is defined by Skinner

53

as

stimuli which, when presented, increases the frequency of
an operant.
sents

An operant is an emitted response and repre-

b~havior

which occurs without any eliciting stimuli.

Operants usually carry the implication that. they operate on
the environment and that the critical events are the environmental consequences of the behavior.

A positive rein-

forcer then is a stimulus event which is associated with
a preceding behavior whose probability of future occurrence
is therby increased.
In this investigation, verbal positive reinforcers'\
were used to increase the frequency of the responses.
Krasner

54

and Salzinger

55

.
provide substantial evidence that

reinforcers, such as "nuu-hmm," "ah-huh," "right," "fine,"
and "good," condition certain operants effectively.
study by Verplanck

56

An early

also used "par:aphrasing" and "repeti-

53Sk'J.nner, .212· cit.
54
Krasner, 9~· cit.
558 a __1 :2.J.nger,
.
.2£· cit.
56
W. S. Verplanck, "The Control of the Content of
Conver.sation:
Reinforcement of Statements of Opinion,"
;:1_"0U_rllC!·.l of Abnormal Social Psychology, Vol. 51, 19 55, pp.
668-676.
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tion" of subject responses to good effect.

Other general

types of reinforcers are gestural, including head nodding,
smiling, and forward body movement.

While no attempt was

made to systematically control nonverbal reinforcement in
this investigation, it was recognized that gestural cues
would be emitted along with positive verbal reinforcement.
Indeed, the effectiveness in large part of any interpersonal
relationships, such as doctor and patient or counselor and
student, is due· to the presence of one perion listening,
paying attention, and showing interest in another person.
These generalized reinforcers consist of a complex of verbal
and nonverbal cues which are essential in any naturalistic
setting.
Social Reinforcers
At present no E"=ffective procedures appear to be
available which pr.·ovide substantial evidence about what types
of social reinforcers are most effective with what types of
. d.1v1dua
.
1 s.
1.n

57
.
d study b y C1eutat
.
A we 11 ·- d es1.gne
ut.1'1'1ze d a

four-way analysis-of-variance approach (similar to the design
of this study) in determining the interactive effects of
sex of experimenter, sex of subject, type of reinforcement

57 v. J. Cieutat, "Sex Differences and Reinforcement in the Conditioning and Extinction of Conversational
Behavior," _p_~_Y.s:h::Sl_l~'.IJ-~~.1 R~,r!:?_!'t§__; Vol. 10, 1962, pp. 467-

474.

i
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and replication.

Groups of four subjects were reinforced for

speaking by use of nonverbal cues:

head nods, looking at

the subject when he spoke, fonvard body posture and smiles.
The results indicate that the same sex experimenter was more
effective in increasing verbal behavior during the acquisi·tion.

It was recognized that the reinforcement schedule to
be used was a critical variable in this investigation.

In

any counseling or therapy situation, the timing of counselor
behavior cues relative to client responses is 6£ major import.

How should the counselor time his reinforcing re-

sponses?
Ferster and Skinner 58 provide detailed evidence of
the effectiveness of intermittent reinforcement schedules
with infrahuman organisms.

Krasner

59

cites several studies

where intermittent schedules of a ratio·and interval type
have been successfully applied with verbal behavior.
Michael and Meyerson 60 distinguish between the ex--

-------·--58
c. B. Ferster
fo~cement

(New York:

and B. F. Skinner, Schedules of ReinAppleton-Century-Crofts, 1957)-.- - - -

59 .

Krasner, QE· cit.

J. Michael and L. A. ~-1eyerson, "Behavicral Approach
to Counseling and Guidance," Harvard Educational Review,
Vol. 32, 1962, p. 389.

60
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tremes of continuous reinforcement where every relevant
response is reinforced and extinction where no responses receive reinforcement.

These extremes are contrasted to inter-

mittent reinforcement where responses are reinforced after
a defined period of time (interval), after a defined
of responses (ratio) or both.

nur~er

They note, furthermore, that

a variable interval schedule leads to the greatest persistence of responses in subsequent nonreinforced situations.
Greenspoon

61

concluded from his review of verbal condition-

ing research that the intermittent schedule produces the
greatest resistance to extinction.
This investigation provided experimental subjects
with positive verbal reinforcers for emitting responses that
are positive, relative to their self-concept and to their
potential college achievement.

The counselor was required

to make rather quick decisions about whether the response
was within the relevant response class during the interview
and, as a result, may have failed to reinforce all such
responses.
The Small Group Variable
Wrenn

61
62

62

has recently com.rnented that, " ... it seems

Greenspoon,

~·

WJ::enn, 5.?£• cit_.

~it.
1

P• 130.
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clear that the counselor must accept responsibility for
using wisely what might better be. called 'planned
group ex,
periences•.u
provide

11

He believes that small group experiences will

the opportunity for the student to learn from
I

other students ...

Krasner

63

identified the

11

extension of

verbal conditioning techniques to group situations" as a
needed direction for future investigation.

Greenspoon

states:
•.. this area of research in verbal conditioning may
become one of the most important contributions to the
understanding of the verbal behavior of the human because so much of his verbal behavior occurs in the
presence of groups of people.64
Individuals in a group possess the potential of
functioning effectively as reinforcers of relevant responses
as well as serving as influential"social models.
Skinner

65

commented on extending the analysis of

individual behavior to understanding social phenomena.

He

postulated that the same principles·probably operate in a
group as with an individual influencing behavior.

Tyler

66

recently reviewed the research literature and concluded that

63
64
65
66

.t
Krasner, QE· c1_.,
p. 42 .
Greenspoon,
skinner, QE·

.
9E· s1t.,
p. 546.

ci~.,

p. 289.

L. E. Tyler, The Work of the Counselor
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1961) .-·

(New York:
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no research basis presently exists to justify individual
(dyadic) counseling over small group counseling.

Literature has been reviewed in this section relating
to reinforcem.ent, generalization, type of reinforcing stimuli,
social reinforcers, schedule of reinforcement, and the small
group variable to group counseling.

It would appear from

the literature that behavioral group counseling is an established approach to therapy.
III.

GROUP DYNAMICS AND GRO'tJP VERBAL OPERANT CONDI'riONING
'l'o maximize the possible effectiveness of small

groups, the relevant research literature, primarily from
group dynamics and group verbal operant conditioning re-search, was reviewed.
J_,evin and Shapiro 67 indicated that no broad program
of research devoted to the study of operant conditioning
in a gToup set·ting has yet been undertaken.

While studies

abo'l.md in verbal conditioning and in small group behavior,
surprisingly few studies have combined both approaches.

67

G. Levin and D. Shapiro, "The Operant Conditioning
of Conversation, " LTournal Ex;eer ime.n:_!:al ~!.J.alys i~ of Behavior,
VoL 5, 1962, pp. 309-316.
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Greenspoon

68

reasons that one cause for this state of af-

fairs is ·the increased complexity of variables operating in
the group setting.
Despite the aforementioned paucity of reported studies
dealing with group operant conditioning, some have been reported.

McBrearty, Marston and Kanfer

69

conducted two ex-

periments using subjects from elementary psychology classes
who were divided into four groups, two observation groups,
and two participant groups.

Both participant groups were

verbally conditioned for human responses by use of

11

good."

Besides demonstrating verbal conditioning for an operant in
a group setting, this investigation is not.eworthy because
neither set of groups proved significantly different in conditioning for the operant although the observation groups
did not directly receive verbal reinforcement.

It is not

clear, however, that a collection of psychology students
gathered together on one occasion constitutes a group.
Bachrach, Candland and Gibson

70

discussed group rein-

------·-· · - - - 68 Greenspoon, £2· ~·
"t
69
J. F. McBrearty, A. R. Marston and H. F. Kanfer,
11
Conditioning a Verbal Operant in a Group Setting: Direct
Vs. Vicarious Reinforcement," Americ_an ]?~ologist, Vol.
1961, p. 425.
70

A. Bachrach, D. K. Candland, and J. T. Gibson,
in Verbal Pehavior, " in I. Berg and B. Bass,

"Experimc~nts

Conf~~mi!Y ~n~

pp. 258-285.

Deviation (New York:

Harper and Row, 1961),
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forcement of an individual response.

After commenting that

reinforcement will be differential for group members and on
the value of using a natural setting or "representative
design" to study such behavior, they present data on threeperson groups where two of the persons were experimenters
and orily one was an actual subject.

Noteworthy to the

present investigation is their recognition of procedural
difficulties in any design which seeks to experimentally invest.igate grou.p reinforcement variables in a natural setting
tlsing a human as

t~e

programmer:

A new apparatus, whether human, electrical, or mechanical, always has 'bugs' in the system, and some time
must be spent in the elimination of those features
which are sources of variation in the data. When the
apparatus is a human experimenter, the task of correcting the apparatus so that i·t follows its assigned
program faithfully is impossible.71
72
'
Richard
states that ''the group situation offers
some· reinforcement value."

He points out t.hat often an in-

dividual as a result of group membership acquires reinforcing properties not otherwise possessed.

In his study he

demonstrated significant operant conditioning for personal
reference responses.

Again no generalization of condition-

7L.b'd
~•I p. 268.
72
Groups:

H. C. Richard, "Manipulating Verbal Behavior in
A Comparison of Three Intervention •rechniques,"
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ing effect was demonstrated.
Althouqh the studies are few in number, the phenomenon of verbal operant conditioning in a group setting has
been experimentally established.

A basic problem with most

of the above investigations is that subjects were randomly
collected for a particular experiment and labeled a group.
No general agreement presently exists as to what constitutes a group as differentiated from a collection of individuals.

A small group is defined as any number of persons
engaged in interaction with each other in single faceto-face meetings or series of meetings ... in which each
member receives some impressions or perceptions of
each other even if only to recall that the other person
was present.. 73
Since the size of the group has at least potential
implications for effecting behavioral changes in group
members, it: was considered here.

Again, it seems that the

problem of size is specifically relevant to the specific
outcome criterion involved.

In

11

conjunctive task 11 require-

ments, where all members must successfully participate to
achieve, where perfect correspondence of outcomes prevails,
. .
.
.
mlnJ.mum
s:Lze
1s

. t a 1 . 74

Vl

The larger the group, the less

73

R. F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis. A
!1e!.~.?d _fg£ _th~- §J:E-0.Y .<?.~- small.:_ ·Groups (Read-ing, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1950).
74

..29.Y of

J. W. 'J'.hibaut. and H. H. Kelley, ,2;'he

Grg~ps

(New York:

-~ocial R~cho~

J"ohn Wiley and Sons, 1959).
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probable is the achieving of the coordination required of
perfect correspondence.
Hare
research.

76

75

conducted an exhaustive review of small group

He concludes that small groups of about five in

size appear optimal, although four or six are only somewhat less optimal because of the possible even split on
·controversial issues.

This investigation employed small

groups of eight, the total population evenly divided for
sex, which permitted treating sex as an experimental, main
effect variable.

1

The literature relative to group dynamics and group
operant conditioning has been reviewed.

This review has

indicated that a broad program of research devoted to the
study of operant conditioning in a group setting has yet to
be undertaken.

Studies abound in verbal conditioning and

in small group behavior; however, few studies have combined
both approaches.

Although the s·tudies are few in number,

the phenomenon of verbal operant conditioning in a group
setting has been experimentally established.

75

lbL~·

76
York:

I

p. 201.

A. P. Hare, Handbook of Small GrouE. Research (New

Free Press of Glcnco·c-;- T962) . -
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IV.

'I'HE ADJUS'I'.tvmN'I' OF THE SELF'- CONCEPT THROUGH

II

~i'
1:

SMALL GROUP BEHAVIORAL COUNSELING

There

appE~ars

to be a paucity of literature avail..,-

able relative to this area of adjusting the self-·concept
through small group behavioral counseling.

However, the

literature indicates that a great. deal of interest is being
directed to''i\rarcl. ·the study of the changes that take place in
behavior through adjusting the individual's self-concept.
Theorists Lundholm,
and Sarbin

80

77

.

Snygg and combs,

78

Rogers,

79

have viewed t.he self--concept as central to

man's behavior.

The self-concept forrnulation·has been ap-

plied with increasing frequency to educational theory and

.

practlce.

81

To what extent does a child's conception of

himself affect his adjustment to school, or vice versa?

77

H. Lundholm, "Reflections Upon the Nature of the
Psychological Self, 11 ~_b._Qls:gical Rev!_ew, Vol. 4 7, 1940,
pp. 110 ···12 7 •
78

D. Snygg and A. W. ·Combs,
Harper, 1949) .

IJ:?._9..:-i.vtd~_al_ B~h~vi_<?_~

(New York:

.
C J.lent-Centered
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951)-.-----·
79c. ;R. Rogers,

80

J.b~.E..:"U?X

(Boston:

•r.

R. Sc=u:bin, "A Preface to a Psychological Analysis of the Self, 11 R.?.Y..~h?}.?~'l.LS:.~_!_ Rev-i_e\~, Vol. 59, 1952,
pp. 11--22.

~nRobE'Jrt L. Williams, "Self-Concept ar1d School Adjt1strnen t; 11 Perso1111e 1 an~ Guida!!c~ !JotJ.}:"212t!_, Janu ~:i1', 1968,
pp . 4 7 8 -- 4 8 f:·-------·---
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.
t ers coopersm1.
'th82 an d Fln
,. k 83 h ave o bt a1ne
. d pos1.
Exper1men
tive relationships between the self-concept and academic
achievement.

.

Bruck and Bodvnn,

84

and Walsh

85

have pos-

tulated that deficiency in self-esteem may be a significant
determinant of underachievement.
The following statement reviews three studies regarding self--esteem or self-concept. ·
A crucia.l inquiry facing educators is why some students are positively oriented toward academic pursuits
while others of ostensibly comparable ability and
background are negatively inclined. Differences in
academic motivation may partially be attributed to
differences in self~concept.
Levy (1956) had demonstrated that an individual may view his town, church,
school, etc., in much the same light :i.n which he per-ceives himself. Therefore, a child's conception of
school might fundamentally be an extension of his
self--concept.

What relationship exists between an individual's
self-appraisal and others' evaluation of him? Brookover and his six colleagues {1966), reasoning from the

82

.
S. Coopersmith, "A Method for Determining Types of
Self-Esteem," Journal of Educational Psy_c;.holo_gy, Vol. 59,
1959, pp. 87-<:J~--- - - -··--83M. B. Fink, "Self-Concept as it Relates to Academic
Underachievement,'' California Journal of Educational ReE.§:5!-_~_s~h_, Vol. 13, 1962, pp. 57-E>i':----- --· - - - - - - - - 84

M. Bruck and R.- F. Bbdwin, "The Relationship Between Self-Concept and the Presence and Absence of Scholastic Underachievement, 11 Jo"L~!na!_ of ~lil]_i,s:!al .Rsycholog_y,
Vol. 18, 1962, pp. 181-182.
A. M. Walsh, Self-CQ~~~~-~ _of Bright: .:§~-~. w~th
Learning Difficulties (New York: Bureau of Publications,
rJ'..:=ach•2rS Co.lleg:e:-columbia University I 1956) .
85
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symbolic··-interactionist theory of Mead (1934), at.tempted to .relate evaluation of significant others
(parents, experts, and counselors) to self-perception
of ability and school achievement. They found that
positive communication from parents relative to a
child's ability led to a significant increment in both
self-perception of ability and grade-point average.
.

I

Although research has indicated a positive relationship between s eJ:.f.:..S9J.f.Qgp.t._an.C:L...§~Qh.9.2.L~£1J;JJj,,~JLem.ant d t. he
r e 1 at ions hip between s e 1 (:&g,QQ~fdJ.,t6.~,.g.n.c;::l~i.n.t.a~,g·~J;;.I,J. a l
ability
appears
considerably more ten1..1.ous.
.........
,,_
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\'-"·
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Ludwig and Maehr conclude that

__

theoriE~s

,

differ in

their postulates and corollaries rel~tive to the self-concept.

However, they conclude that the self is a product of

social reaction and that the concept of self has a predictable effect on behavior.
A cursory survey of the research literature dealing
with ·the self-concept is sufficient to force one to
conclude that self theories differ in their postulates
and corollaries to an alarming extent. However, amid
this diversity, there seem to be two assumptions that
are basic to all current theories of self.
One assumption is that the concept of selL.i,. § ..__,~~~E.f52.sl~.s;;;t,,Qf
so..Q1sl ....x.~.p,_cj;j,gn. More specifically, in line with the
earlier theorizing of Mead (1934) and Sullivan (1953),
it is generally assumed that development and change in
the concept of self are direct functions of the response of significant others.
The second major assumption is that tli.e concept of self has a predictable
effect on behavior generally.
In some theories, such
as those of Rogers (1951, 1959) and combs and Snygg
(1959), the concept of self is the primary motivational
construct. Most, if not all, theories suggest that an
individual's concept of self is directly related to
certain bE-~havioral consequences.
'l'he first assumption, at least in its general outline,

. 86.vv.1. 11'
~- 1. arns , .212.

pp. 478·-479.
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has substantial empirical support. Aside from countless
correlational studies, there is increasing experimental evidence that provides a more trustworthy basis
for this first assumption. A series of studies ini-·
tiated by Videbeck (1960) and continued by Maehr,
Mensing, and Nafzger (1962) and Haas and Maehr (1965)
has rather thoroughly_demonstrated that the concept
of self doe~1 vary predictably wit.h the reaction of
significant others. Similarly, studies testing various aspects of dissonance theory (e.g., Bergin, 1962),
interpersonal congruency theory (e.g., Backman, Secord,
and Pierce, 19637 Secord, Backman, and Eachus, 1964),
and general social interaction theory (e.g., Gergen,
1965) provide evidence which may be interpreted as
supportive of this general assumption.
It must be
added~' howEwer, that although thE~se studies essentially
confirm the general proposition that the concept of
self is subject to change in response to the reaction
of significant others, many important questions remain
unansHe:red, and new ones have subsequently ar is~3n.
'l'he evidence for the second assumption has typically
been more anecdotal than experimental. For example,
in several of the studies reviewed by Wylie (1961}
measures of self-regard were structured as the independent variable and, in turn, related to a selected
measure of another type of behavior. Almost without
exception, however, these studies failed to define unambiguously antecedents and consequents.
Few s·t.-.udies
are available which demonstrate clearly that the concept of self or a cognate variable is the antecedent
87
and th:::tt a presumed outcome is indeed the consequent.

The literature, both past and present, gives great
import.ance to the power of the individual• s self-concept.
In the present study, the researcher discovered a paucity,
if not a cornplete lack, of reported dat.a dealing directly
with changing the self-concept through behavioral group

87

David J. Ludwig and Martin L. Maehr, "Chanqe3 in
Self-Concept and Stated Behavioral Preferences," fhilQ
Q~_Y._~_L<?E£l!.§D.~-' 1966, pp. 463-467.
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counseling.

The literature relative to the adjustment of the
self-concept·through small group behavioral counseling has
been reviewed.

The researcher has concluded that a paucity

of literature is available relative to the area of adjusting the self-concept through small group behavioral counseling.

The experts reviewed give great importance to the

power of the individual's self-concept.

'I'he literature in-·

dicates interest is being directed toward the study of the
changes that take place in behavior through adjusting the
self--concept.
V•

S U.Tf.!J:.iZ-\RY

The researcher has concluded, after reviewing the
literature, that:

(1) size of high school and grades re-

ceived serve as fair to good predictors of college grades,

(2 > .b·~-~-a v-~~E~~. -2E.~~E ... 5:9.~.D.q~ ;l,Jng. ,i.8.....~n.....~.§J ~E. ~~.~.!:~~.SL~~J2RE9.?:C! h
to therapy; hovlever, studies concerning the changing or
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manipulating of self-concepts through behavioral group counsel:i.ng are almost nonE!Xistent,
•"•!:,

.ro1 •<t·,•,,.o·,,n.·«;.-•:•,<'l ... ,_,-.,.,._.,..,...

._

~-.

''·'·'· :•, •••.. ,., ..,,~"~'".'<·~·-'"'"

(3) the individual's self-·.'

..~

concept is a strong motivating force in his personality and
behavior,

(4) studies need to be considered where changing

the individual's self-concept through behavioral group
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counseling for academic motivation (achievement) is the goal,
and (5) such studies will contribute valuable data for
educational counseling.
The literature and research which

wer~

pertinently

related to this investigation have been reviewed in Chapter
II.

This review was undertaken in four specific areas:
1.

Size of high school and grades received as a predictor of college grades.

2.

Behavioral group counseling·.

3.

Group dynamics and group operant conditioning.

4.

The research relative to the adjustment of the
self-concept through small group behavioral counseling sessions.
'l'he research design and the procedure which were used

in the present study will be

pres~nted

in Chapter III.

CHl1.PTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF' iJ HE S'l'UDY
1

In order to collect dnta concerning freshmen students
entering Bethany Bible College with low high school grade
point averages, the research design was developed and proceeded as described in this chapter.
I.

RESEARCH DESIGN

The investigator, with the assistance of Gerald
Nelson, Assistant Professor of Educa·t.ional Research and
Statistics at the University of the Pacific, first designed
the research procedure and selected the statistical method
to be used.

The research design was divised to assess the

effect of behavioral group counseling on a randomly selected
portion of the 1968 freshman class at Bethany Bible College.
An analysis of variance three-way design * was selected since this type of design allowed three independent
varic-lbles to be considered in relation to the dependent
variable.

In this study the dependent variable was the

first semester grade point average received by the subjects

*Table #1,

located in chapte1~ I I presents a graphic
consideration of the analysis of variance design used in this
research study.
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involved in the study.

'rhese subjects were all enrolled in

their first semester of college work at Bethany Bible
College.
Fred N. Kerlinger states that the analysis of variance
three-way design is a very valid approach in behavioral research.

Kerlinger comments:

One of the mos~ significant and revolutionary developments ·in modern research design and statistics is
the planning and analysis of the simultaneous operation
and interaction of two or more variables. Scientists
have long known that variables do not affelt independently. Rather, they often act in concert.
The independent variables considered in this study
include:

(1) behavioral group counseling or lack of be-

havioral group counseling,

(2) sex, and (3) size of high

school from which the student graduated.
II.

PROCEDURE

The investigator divided the freshman class of 1968
at Bethany Bible College into two.categories:

(1) those

with high school grade point averages above 2.5 (based on a
4 point scale), and (2} those with high school grade point
average1". be low 2. 5.
The selection of a 2.5 grade point average as the

1
Sf)~~~~h.

p. 213.

Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundation of Behavioral Re(Nev\7 York:
Holt, RineharT--ancl" 1'7instoD:-:c~~c:-,-~·961),
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break between the two groups was decided upon after the
researcher reviewed the academic achievements of five entering freshman classes at Bethany Bible College.

The five

freshman classes wer·e from ·the fall of 1963 through the
fall of 1967. *
two areas:

A total of 990 fres.b.men were reviewed in

(1) their high school grade point average, and

(2) their grade point average at the end of their £irst se-

mester at Bethany Bible College.
became apparent.

From this review a trend

Students entering Bethany Bible College

with a high school grade point avera9e of 2.5 or below had
a high rate of academic difficulty as compared with those
students entering with high school grade point averages
above 2.5.

From 1963 through 1967, 46% (461 of 990) of those

students entering Bethany Bible College as freshmen had high
school grade point averages of 2.5 or below.

The entering freshmen at Bethany Bible College during
the fall semester of 1968 with high school grade point
averages of 2. 5 or
groups.

b~~low

were randomly placed into four

For the study, these four groups each contained

twenty-four subjects.

None of the subjects in the study

*Table #2, located in Chapter I, presents a profile
of the enter.~ing class::...s at Bc~Lhany Bible College .LU.L L-Jle
years 1963 throtigh 1967.
f=.- ~-

L
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were informed that they were part of a research project.
'I'he four groups were treated in the following manner:
Grq~ #l.
This group was divided into three subgroups
of eight subjects per group.
The researcher met each
subgroup for one hour of counseling per week for
eleven continuous weeks. During these sessions, every
verbalized comment. by a member of the group that was
positive in re9ard to his own self-concept was immediately positively reinforced by the researcher with a
positive verbal comment such as, "very good" or "excellent." These three subgroups were reinforced on a
continuous schedule.

group ,#2. This group was divided and treated in the
same manner as Group #1 described above, except for
one difference, that being a change in the schedule of
positive reinforcement. Group #1 received reinforcement on a continuous schedule. Group #2 received partial reinforcement. 'rherefore, not every verbalized
response by a member of the group that was positive
regarding his self-concept was positively reinforced.
'1.1 he researcher positively reinforced approximately one
in every two positive statements given by a member of
this group.
·
Gro~p_ it~.·
This group contained twenty-four subjects
who met once a week with the researcher to talk and have
coffee. A direction was not given by the researcher
regarding the things to be talked about in the sessions.
Each session was open to any thought the subjects wanted
to discuss.
Reinforcement was not consciously given
to the subjects by the researcher.

Group ff~. This group contained twenty-four subjects
that never met as a group with the researcher. These
subjects were randomly placed in this group.

The subgroups of Groups #1 and #2 met with the investigator for eleven one-hour sessions.
held

These sessions were

an eleven-week period.

AttendQrlce

u.t
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the subgroup meetings was required as the groups were considered to be an extension of the Freshman Orientation class
which is mandatory for all freshmen.
For the subgroups meetings the faculty lounge was
used, and coffee was available.

'rhe eight members of each

sribgroup sat around a large table with the researcher at the
head of the table.

1\t the first meeting of the subgroups,

the subjects were told that the meetings would be casual and
they were free to drink coffee and relax.

The subjects were

instructed to talk freely about any area of academic life or
student life that they felt presented a problem.

Each ses-

sion was opened by the researcher with a statement such as,
"Well; how

arE~

things today?" or "Anybody having a problem?"

The subjects were encouraged to talk, and the positive rei.nforcement comments by the instructor followed when appropriate.
Group #3 contained twenty-four subjects who met once
a week as a group with the researcher.

These sessions were

very informal, and the conversation was not necessarily opened
by comments from i:.he researcher.

Attendance was required

as this group was also considered to be an extension of the
Preshman Orientation class.
Group #4 contained twenty-four subjects who never met
as a group with the researcher.

These subjects never re-

I
I!

H
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ceived knowledge that they were part of a group or a research study.
III.

ME'l'HOD USED IN GATHERING AND COMPlYEING THE DATA
REI~TIVE

TO THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

At Bethany Bible College the method used for evaluating a student regarding his academic progress is based
upon his accumulative grade point average.

Therefore, this

investigation used the semester grade point averages of the
subjects involved as the dependent variable of the study.
'l'he semester grade point averages of the subjects
involved in the research study were calculated.

These grade

point averages were placed in the appropriate cells of
the analysis of variance research design.

These data were

then punched onto Interna·tional Business Machines cards.
Each student in the study was represented by one International .Business Machines card which carried information
concerning:

(1) identification number of subject,

(3) size of high school graduated from,

(2) sex,

(4) research group

of which subject Was a part, and (5) fall semester grade
point average.

These punched Int.ernational Business Machines

cards were fed into the computer located on the Davis campus
of the University of California.

This computer had been

progra.rruned to receive ;.::he analysis of variance three-way
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design.

Thus the data upon which the research study was

based were collected and computed.

IV.

TREATJ.'.1ENT OJ.:i' COJ.'.1PUTED DATA

The computed data were treated in accord with the
analysis of variance research design.

In this type of de-

sign, two ormore independent.variables may vary independently or- interact with each other to produce variation in
the dependent variable.

2

Factorial analysis of variance is the statistical
method that analyzes the independent and interactive
effects of two or more independent variables on a dependent variable.3
It was the purpose of this study to consider the
effects of behavioral group

couns~ling

on freshmen who enter

Bethany Bible College with low grade point averages.

'I'he

data were collected and treated in three areas (independent
variables) :

(1) effect of behavioral group counseling,

(2)

size of 'high school from which the student graduated, and (3)
male·· female achievement.

The interaction of the three men-

tioned independen.t variables was also considered.
'I'he data were gathered through the implementation of
the analysis of variance three-way research design.

2
3

IbicJ..
rbid.

The
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data were then analyzed to:
1.

Discover if behavior:al group counseling had an
effect upon the ~cademic achievement of randomly
selected freshmen.

2.

Measure the possible academic differences between
males and females involved in the study.

3.

Assess the possible academic differences of students
who attended small, medium, and large high schools.
The data were also analyzed considering the inter-

action effects of the independent variables to:
1.

Discover if academic achievement significantly
differed between males and females who were exposed
to behavioral group counseling.

2.

Assess if academic achievement significantly differed between graduates of small,·medium, and large
high schools who were exposed to behavioral group
counseling.

3.

Measure the possible academic differences of males
and females who attended small, medium, and large
high schools.

4.

Treat the triple interactions of behavioral counseling by ·sex and by high school size for an effect
upon academic achievement.
The data were also analyzed considering the freshmen

involved in this study with similar freshmen at Bethany
Bible College for the years 1963··1967 to:
1. · Discover if thos~ subjects involved in this study
differed significantly in academic achievement with
similar freshmen during the years 1963-1967.
2.

Assess if those subjects involved in this study
who were exposed to behavioral group counseling
differed significantly in academic achievement with
similar freshmen during the years 1963--1967 ..

.

I

!
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3.

To measure the possible academic differences of
those subjects involved in this study who were not
exposed to behavioral group counseling with similar
freshmen during the years 1963-1967.
Data were also analyzed with a chi square statistical

approach to:
1.

Discover if students exposed to the behavioral
group counseling achieved a minimum 1.75 grade point
average at a higher rate than the noncounseled
students.

2.

Measure any difference that might appear between
subjects in this study who were exposed to counseling and similar subjects who were freshmen during
1963 through 1967.
The profile on the freshmen used for comparison with

this study can be found in Chapter I.
V.

SU:Ivl.Ml\RY

Chapter III has discussed the design of the study
and presented the procedures used.

It has noted the sources

from which the data were gathered and the method used in
collecting them.

The manner of treating and analyzing the

collected data has also been outlined.

Chapter IV will dis-

cuss the analysis and findings of the collected data.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE COLLECTED DATA AS REVEALED BY
THE INVESTIGATION
It was t.he purpose of this study to consider the
effects of behavioral group counseling on freshmen who enter
Bethany Bible College with low high school grade point
averages.
areas:

The data were collected and considered in three

(1) effect of behavioral group counseling,

(2) size

of high school from which the student graduated, and (3)
male-female achievement.

The data were examined through the

implementation of the analysis of variance three--way re-·
search design to:
1.

Discover if behavioral gioup counseling had an
effect upon the academic achievement of randomly
selected freshmen.

2.

Measure the possible academic differences between
males and females involved in the study.

3.

Assess the possible academic differences of students
who attended small, medium, and large high schools.
The data were also analyzed considering the inter-

action effects.of the independent variables to:
1.

Discover if academic achievement significantly
differed between males and females vJho were ex···
posed to behavioral group counseling.

2.

Assess if ac~demic achievement significantly differed between males and females who were exposed
to behavio.r:al group counseling.

3.

Measure the possible academic differences of males
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and females who attended small, medium, and large
high schools.
4.

Treat the triple interactions of behavioral group
counseling by sex and by high school size for an
effect upon academic achievement.
The data were also analyzed considering the freshmen

involved in this study with similar freshmen at Bethany
Bible College for the successive years 1963 through 1967 to:
Discove~

1.

if those subjects involved in this study
differed significantly in academic achievement
with similar freshmen during the years 1963 through
1967.

2.

Assess if those subjects involved in this study
who were exposed to behavioral group counseling
differed significantly in academic achievement with
similar freshmen during the years 1963 through
1.967.

3.

To measure the possible academic differences of
those subjects involved in this st.udy who were not
exposed to behavioral group counseling with similar
freshmen during the years 1~63 through 1967.
Data were also analyzed with a chi square statistical

approach to:
1.

Discover if students exposed to the behavioral
group counseling achieved a minimum 1. 75 grade
point average at a higher rate than the noncounseled students.

2.

Measure any difference that might appear between
subjects in this study who were ·exposed to group
counseling and similar subjects who were freshmen
during 1963 through 1967.
In order to make an analysis of the data, the in-

vestigator first: treated the findings as described in Chapter
III.'

J?rom his findings and the assistance of the Inter-
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national Business Machines computer loca.ted on the Davis
campus of the University of California, he prepared a number.
of tables which have been included in this chapter.
tables are a.nalyzed and explained in the

fol~owing

The
pages.

The dependent variable in this research study was
the grade point average received at the end of the first
semester of the freshman year by the subjects involved in
the investigation.

Therefore, in the discussion that follows

the means of the cells and other parts of the design will be
given as grade point averages.

These grade

~oint

averages

are based on a 4 point scale.
I.

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE PRESENTATION

The analysis of variance ttiree-way design was selected
since this type of design allowed the three independent.
variables to be considered simultaneously in relation to
the dependent variable.

Kerlinger

in phenomena should be studied.

1

states that differences

The analysis of variance

design used in this study allowed the investigator to plan
and analyze the simultaneous operation and interaction of
the independent variables and discover i£ the variances

1
-~~ar.ch

p. 213.

Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral ReHolt, Rinehart and Winston, -Inc., 1964),

(New York:
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were statistically significant.
~~~lysis

Analysis of Table III:

of

V~~ja~~e

Table

Table III was completed as a printout by the Inter-·
national Business Machines computer.

The variables are

listed as follows:
1.

11

I

11

variable - Groups #1 through #4

2.

11

J

11

variable - Male-Female

3.

11

K11 variable - Size of High School

Variance· in the
significant.

The

11

I

11

11

I

11

variable did not prove to be

variable represented the mea.n grade

.point averages of those students who were randomly assigned
to Group #1 which received behavioral counseling with continuous reinforcement, Group #2 which received behavioral
counseling with partial reinforcement, Group #3 which met
once a week with the researcher, and Group #4 which never
met with the researcher.
Variance in the
significant.

The

11

J

11

11

J

11

variable did not prove to be

variable represented the mean grade

point averages of forty-eight males versus forty-eight females who were part of the study.
var:iance in the

11

cant at the P .05 level.

K 11 variable did prove to be signifi-·
This variable represented grade

point averages of the students from various size high schools.
The sizes of high schools were considered as small (below
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800), medium (800-1,200), and large (1,200+).
With the application of

Duncan'~ ~ultiple-Range

Tes:!:_, 2 the researcher was able to determine which specific
means of the "K" variable differed significantly.

'I'he

difference between the mean of the small high school subjects (1.64) and the mean of subjects from medium size
·high schools (2.07) was significant at the .05 level.

In

comparing the other combinations of the means in the "K"
variable, none of the comparisons proved to be significant
at the .05 or .10 level.
The interaction of variable "I" and variable "J" did
not produce a variance statistically significant.

There-

fore, the academic achievement of males and females did not
differ significantly in the four groups.
Variables "J" and "K" did not have a. significant
variance in their interaction.

Thus, in comparing high

school size for male-female achievement, the interaction was
not significant enough to indicate sex difference.
The triple interaction of "I", "J", and "K" variables
of Groups #1-#4, sex and size of high school, did not produce a significant variance.

Therefore, each of these three

independent variables did not have a significant effect or

2 james L. Bruning and B. L. Kintz, Computational
Handbook of Statistics ·(Glenvie\.Y, I llinoi.s-:-ScotC-F';or.esman
amfcompai1y 1968 ) -r;-.- 1.1.2 •
1

1
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interaction on the other variables.
II.

MEANS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The analysis of variance design allowed the differences among phenomena to be studied.

Data produced by such

a design also gave information relative to the means of the
independent vari.ables.
1\nalysis '2f

_'!'_ab!_~_]V:

-~M~ans

The population of ninety-six was randomly divided into
four groups of tw8nty--fou.r subjects per group.

These groups

were treated as described in Chapter III of this study.
Group #1 received behavioral group counseling with
cor1tinuous reiriforcement.

The mean grade point average of

2.02 was the highest of the four groups.
Group #2 received behavioral group counseling with
partial reinforcement.

The mean grade point average was

1.73.

Group #3 met with the researcher on a weekly schedule.
This group was.not divided into subgtoups and did not receive iritentional counseling.

The mean grade point average

for the group was 1.92.
Group #4 never met with the researcher.
grade point
groups.

ave1~age

The mean

of 1. 68 ·\<1as the lowest of the four

It would appear that the researcher just meeting
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with the first three groups affected their grade point
means.
Analysis of Table V:

Male-Female Means

This table presents the male mean of 1.85 and the
female mean of 1.82.

These means represent all forty-eight

males and forty-eight females involved in the study.

A

difference of .oj separated the means with a grand mean of
1. 835.
Analysis

of_~~pl~

VI:

Size of

Hi~h

School

Mean~

Table VI presents a breakdown of the academic performance of subjects from various size high schools.

Each

size of high school was represented with thirty-two subjects.
The small high school subjects achieved the lowest
mean score of 1.64.

Although there are differing opinions

presented in the literature, this lower mean score appears
to be consistent with most previous studies.
The subjects from medium size high schools received
the highest grade point average of 2.07 . .
A grade point average of 1.79 achieved by tha subjects
from large high schools placed them just about halfway between the two other means.

It is interesting to note that

the total spread from low to high mean was only
represents less than one-half of a grade point.

.~3.

'This
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Analysis of Table VII:

Male-·Female

~eans __ _for

Groups #1-·#4

This table presents the achievement of males and
females in each of the four treatment groups.

The total

spread from high mean to low mean for all of the groups is
only .49 which is not statistically significant.

However,

with a grade point average of 1.75 as the cutoff for remaining in school, the spr.·ead from 1.53 to 2.02 has importance.
In Group #1 the sexes performed at the same level
of 2.02.

This mean was the highest of the four groups.

Group tf.2 presented a spread between male and female
achievement of .17.

This difference is rather small, wi.th

the females receiving the higher mean.
Group #3 male and females performed within .01 of
each other.

With means of 1.91 for the males and 1.92 for

the females, the difference is negligible.
In Group #4 the difference between the means was the
greatest of all four groups.

With a spread of .29, the males

were high with 1.82 and the females low with 1.53.
Analysis 9f Table VIII:

Size of High School and Group Means

E·ach of the four treatment· groups contained twentyfour subjects who were evenly divided from small, medium,
and large high schools.

A mean spread of 1.09 is presented

with subjects from medium and large high schools performing
at the highest levels.
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In Group #1 only .09 separates the high and low means.
This difference is not large enough to be statistically or
professionally significant.
Group #2 presents a variance of .42, with the subjects
from the large high schools performing at the lowest level.
This low mean from the large high school group is opposite
the trend that is

app~rent

in all of the groups.

In assessing Group #3, it is apparent that the
largest mean spread between small, medium, and large high
schools is present, with subjects from the small high schools
receiving a mean of 1.20 and subjects from the medium size
high schools receiving a mean of 2.29.

This amounts to a

spread of 1.29 which is statistically significant within the
three scores.
Group #4 appears to be similar to Group #2.

The sub-

jects from the large high schools received the lowest mean
while those from the small and medium schools performed in
a range that is fairly close to the other scores.
,hn?J:.Ysis of Table IX:

Size of High School and Sex Means

This table presents the findings relative to the
forty-eight male and forty-eight female subjects who were
randomly divided into small, medium, and large high schools.
In each .size high school there were sixteen males and sixteen females.

Considering all three school sizes, the fe-
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males had a mean average of 1.80 and the males 1.84.

This

variance is not significant.
From the table it is apparent that the overall scores
from the medium and large high schools were the highest.
Although the females from the small high schools scored
somewhat higher than the males, the trend is rather consistent.
Analysis_.-S?_:t__2:,abl~_2(_;_

Ce}:_h__Me~~§.

This table presents the means of the twenty-four·
cells of the design.

Table

I,

located in Chapter I of this

study, presents the design in three dimensions and may be
helpful in analyzing this table.
A variance of 1.57 can be observed from the highest
to the lowest mean.

'l'he grand mean of the en·tire design

was 1. 835.
As previously stated in this chapter, the only variance that is statistically significant is the mean grade
point average for those subjects from different size high
schools.

However, the other variances may be professionally

signific-ant· to administrators at Bethany Bible College and
will be discussed in Chapter V.
III.

COMPARISON WITH FRESHMEN FROM 1963 THROUGH 1967

In Chapters I and II of this report, the freshmen
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that entered Bethany Bible College in the successive years
1963 through 1967 are described.

It is the purpose of this

part of the report to compare the subjects involved in this
study with the previous freshmen.
During the successive years of 1963 through 1967, a
tatal of 990 freshmen entered the college.

Of this total,

461 or 46% entered with high school grade point averages of
2.5 or below.

Only 39% or 184 of the 461 achieved the mini-

mum grade point average of 1.75 necessary to stay enrolled
in the college.
Anal~f~of__Tal?__!_~_.XI:
ft_1:._w~_th

comparison of

Grm~~

#1, #2, #3 and

Freshmen 1963 'I'hrou_gh 1967
Table XI presents a breakdown of the percentage of

the subjects in each group who achieved a grade point average of 1.75 or above.

The table also compares this study

as a whole with the years 1963 through 1967.
Groups #1 and #2 received behavioral group counseling
on a continuous and ~artial reinforcement schedule respecti vely.

In Group #1, 70% achieved 1. 7 5 or above while

58. 3% of Group #2 achieved 1. 7.5 or above for an . average be-tween the t.wo groups of 64.58%.

When this achievement by

64.58% of the two groups is compared with the 39% achievement of similar freshmen for the successive years 1963
through 1967, the data appear to be significant.

The in-

. ·.\

~
~

~

___

~C

,----~

------

_ _ _J
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crease for Groups #1 and #2 is 64.48% above the 39% of similar previous freshmen (1963-1967) who scored at 1.75 or
above.
In Group #3, 50% of the subjects
above.

achi~ved

at 1.75 or

This is a 28% increase over the 39% of the previous

freshmen.
Group #4 registered 33% of the subjects at 1.75 or
above.

This is a 15% drop from the 39% of the previous

freshmen.
rt· appears from the data presented on Table XI that
Groups #1, #2 and #3 which received personal attention from
the investigator improved their grade point averages significani.:ly above the similar freshmen from 1963 through 1967.
Group #4 that did not receive per~onal contact from the investigator performed fairly close to what previous groups
of freshmen had been doing.
Analysis of Table XII:
~ive Ye~rs

Present Study Corl].pared with Succes-

1963 Througb 1967

This table presents a breakdown of the years 1963,
1964, 1965, 1966, and 1967 as they compare with the groups
involved :i_n this study.

The table also presents a compar-

ison year by year with Groups #1 and #2 and Group #4.
The table shows that subjects in Groups #1 and #2 of
this study who received behavioral counseling achieved con-

--~-
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siderably above any of the previous five years of similar
freshmen.

It appears that the previous freshmen were rather

consistent in the percentage who achieved the minimum grade
point average.

Group #4 which never was

see~

by the re-

searcher as a group appears to have achieved at about the
same level as the previous

f~eshmen.

rrhe data received from this research appear to be
statistically significant in only one area of the analysis
of variance design.

However •. when the data from the present

study are compared with

da~a

from previons freshmen, the

data appear to ha,.re professional significance.

IV.
Chi square

CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS

(x2) is a statistical approach that can

be used to 11 deal with data expressed in frequencies or
categories such as passed or failed, yes or no, above average; or below average, and other similar categories. 113

In

the present study, the investigator wished to consider
whether the subjects exposed to behavioral group counseling
differ significantly in academic achievement from subjects
lhat did not receive counseling.
.

2

The comparisons that follow

all had X •s that were significant at the .05 level.

3

.

.

!Wbert

ton, I1linois:
1961) 1 P• 104.

This

H. Koenker 1 Simplified Statistics (Hlooming-·
McKnight an·d-McKnig'ht. Publls.hing company I
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would seem to indicate that the subjects involved in the
group counseling achieved at a higher rate than the noncounseled subjects.
In comparing counseled Group #1 with noncounseled
Group #4, the

x2 =

5.43 which is significant at the .05

level.
Group #1 {continuous reinforcement) and Group #2
(partial reinforcement) were compared with noncounseled
Group #4.

The x

2

=

5.095 which is significant at the .05

level.
Group #1 of the present study was compared with
similar freshmen for the successive years 1963 through 1967.
The x

2

=

4.11 which is significant at the .05 level.

Groups

~H

and #2 were also compared with similar

freshmen for the years 1963-1967.

The

x2 =

4.11 which is

significant at the .05 level.
The analysis of variance research design did not produce data that indicated a significance in the interaction
or variance of Group #1 through Group #4.

With the

method of analysis, two categories were established.
categories were:

x2
These

{1) achieved at grade point average of

1.75 or above, and (2) did not achieve the minimum grade
point average.

The

x2

data seem to indicate that there was

a significant positive difference in the numl"Jer of achievers
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who wei:e part of the counseled groups as compared with subjects who were not counseled.

Also, a significant positive

difference appeared between those who received counseling
in this study and previous noncounseled freshmen.

V.

SUMMARY

This chapter has presented data analyzed in four
general areas:
1.

Analysis of variance design.

2.

Means of independent variables.

3.

Con~arison

of data with freshmen from 1963 through

1967.
4.

Chi square comparison.
In analyzing the data, the.researcher, with the aid

of the Internat;.ional Business Machines computer, first considered the analysis of variance design.

Of the three inde-

pendent variables and the interaction between them, only
high school size proved to be stati.stically significant.
The chapter also presented an analysis of the means
of the independent variables.
t:he computation
design.

n~eded

These means were a result of

to fig·ure the analysis of variance

The interaction within the independent variables

was not significant except with high school size.
Also presented in the chapter was a comparison of
the sribjects involved in the present study with similar
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freshmen who entered Bethany Bible College in the successive
years 1963 through 1967.

The subjects of the present study

who received behavioral group counseling achieved at a
significant level above the similar freshmen from the previous five years.

Subjects from this study who met with

the investigator but did not receive behavioral counseling
also achieved at a higher level than previous freshmen.
However, subjects involved in this study who did not receive
behavioral counseling or special attention from the researcher achieved in a manner similar to the freshmen of 1963
through 1967.
l', ch.i square comparison was also made.

The data re-

ceived appear to indicate that there was a significant
positive difference in the number of achievers who were part
of the counseled groups as compared with subjects who were
not counseled.

Also, a significant positive difference

appeared between those who received counseling in this study
and previous noncounseled freshmen at Bethany Bible College.
The last chapter of this report will present the
conclusions based upon the investigation.

It will also offer

recommendations for further research in the areas related
to this study.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS BASED UPON THE I:N\lES'l'IGATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
POR FURTHER RESEARCH

The current research study investigated and collected
data concerning freshmen who entered Bethany Bible College
with low high sqhool. grade point averages.
collected and considered in three areas:
havioral group counseling,

(2)

'I'he data were
( l) effect of be"'

size of high school from

which the student graduated, and (3) male-female achievement..
The data were examined through the implementation of the
analysis of variance three-way research design./ This research design was organized and conducted according to the
procedure outlined in Chapter III.
The analysis of variance research design produced
data t_hat were also analyzed as they compared with data from
freshmen who entered Bethany Bible College during the successive years {1963 through 1967) This comparison was made
by a percentage analysis and also application of chi square
~

st.atistical techniques.
various conclusions and recommendations wer2 drawn
from t:his study in tenns relative to the assumptions and
limitations stated in Chapter I of this report.

These are

discussE:d and outlined in the two divisions wh:L.::l: folluvi.
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I.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE INVESTIGATION

The following corislusions were drawn as a result of
the study.

They are outlined under four subheadings:

conclusions from analysis of variance resear'ch,

(1)

{2) conclu-

sions relative to specific achievement of subjects according
to variables considered,

(3) conclusions based on comparison

of Bcademic achievement by subjects involved in the present
study with similar freshmen from the years 1963 through
1967, and (4) chi square analysis.
_9_smclusio!!.§_f£~11.1

_J.\nalysis of

Varianc_e_R~_se.arch

In his investigation, the researcher drew the following conclusions from the data gathered and examined through
the analysis of variance design.

'The analysis of variance

design allowed three independent variables to be considered
simultaneously in relation to the dependent variable.

With

the simultaneous operation and interaction of the independent variables being considered, variances within the
variable or between variables were observed and calculated
to be significant or nonsignificant.
This study consid~red three independent variables.
They were:

(1) counseled or noncounseled subjecits,

(2)

male-female achievement, and (3) achievement according to
size of high school from which the subject graduated.

The

dependent variable in this study was the grade point average

received by the subjects at the end of the 1968 fall se-mester at Bethany Bible College.
Only one variance proved to be significnnt at the .05
level.

This significant variance was found

~o

exist in the

academic achievement of subjects from different size high
schools.

In this

st~dy

the subjects who graduated from
8

larger high schools (800+) achieved at a significantly higher
rate than those who graduated from smaller schools.

This

finding seems to be consistent with many previous studies. 1
Significant variances were not found in the four
groups that were counseled or noncounseled.

Males and fe-

males also achieved very closely so that the variance was
not significant..
The interaction of the thr~e variables did not produce variances that. were significant..

'Table III,

located in

Chapter IV, presents the variances as they were calculated.

only one variance at a statistica1ly significant level, it
would appear that the behavioral gronp counseling did not
have significant effect.

However,

it is the opinion of

the researcher that the counseling did achieve part of the

1

nonald P. Hoyt, · 11 Size of High School and College
Grades, " -~~-1.::.§_?,11~~~ _9..gg_ Gtl~i~§J.nc~. _gour~.~'!-_.:!:_, April, 1959, p.
5G9.

"·. *·

4"
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desired goal.

This opinion will be elaborated upon later

in this chapter when the chi square

resu~ts

are considered.

Conclusions Relative to Specific Achievement As:_cordi.ng__to
variables
The analysis of variance design allowed the differences among phenomena to be studied.

Data produced by1 ·such

a design also gave information relative to the achievement
of the independent variables.
The population was randomly divided into four groups
of twenty-four subjects per group.

Group #1, which re-

ceived behavioral group counseling on a continuous schedule,
received the highest mean grade point average of 2.02.

The

other groups were lower, especially Group #4 which never
met with the researcher and received a mean grade point
average of 1.68.

In the opinion of the investigator, some-

thing took place in the counseling sessions that had a positive effect upon the mean grade point averages of the
subjects involved.
Male-female means did not differ significantly.
Males received a mean grade point average of 1.85 and females received a mean grade point average of 1.82.

The re-

searcher feels the closeness of the two means is due to true
random selection of subjects for the study.
As previously mentioned in this chapter, the mean
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grade point averages for students from larger high schools
was highest.

This appears to be consistent with much of

the literature and perhaps is due to the fact that the larger
high schoolS usually have better facilities and a broader
curriculum.

Students graduated from the larger high schools

may be better equipped for academic achievement in college.
~onclusions

Based on Comparison of Subjects Involved in the

S~-t:_~dy

]?resent

with Similar Freshmen at Bet.hany Bible College

During the successive years 1963 through 1967, 990
freshmen entered Bethany Bible College.

Of this total, 461

or 46% entered with high school grade point averages of 2.5
or below.

Only 39%, or 184 of the 461, achieved the minimum

grade point average of 1.75 needed to stay enrolled in the
college.
In the present study, all the subjects involved were
randomly selected from those students who entered the college
with high school grade point averages of 2.5 or below during
the fall semester of 1968.

Groups #1 and #2 received be-

havioral group counseling on a contintious and partial reinforcement schedule respectively.

In Group #1,

10% achieved

a grade point average of 1.75 or above while 58% of Group #2
achieved 1.75 or above for an average between the two groups
of 64.5% achievihg at the 1.75 level or higher.

This is

'
'I

i
'I
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an increase for Groups 4fl and #2 of 64.4% above the 39%
who achieve9- grade point averages of 1.75 or above with
similar freshmen during the years 1963 through 1967.
Group 4t4 of the present study registered 33% of the
subjects achieving at 1.75 or above.

This group never met

with the researcher and was simila.r to previous freshmen in
achievement.
It would appear that behavioral group counseling had
a definite effect upon the number of subjects in each group
who would achieve a grade point average of 1.75 or above.
This may be due only to the fact that the subjects in the
groups were met by the researcher for one hour per week for
eleven weeks.
researcbe~

Group #3 of the present study met with the

on a weekly basis but did not receive inten-

tional counseling.

However, Group #3 had 50% of the group

achieving at a grade point average of 1. 75 or above, which
is an increase of 28% over the 39% achievement of the
previous freshmen.
Con ~J_}l s ~-on s Based I?E_<;;_h i

_§_9:£9!::~..J.n a 1.Y_? is

•rhe analysis of variance design allowed the simultaneous action and interaction of the variables to be
observed.

'1.1 he data thus produced gave the variances within

the variables and between the variables.

One of the .pur-

poses for this research was to study the possible effects of
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behavioral group counseling r·elative to the number of subjec·ts who could achieve at the minimum g-rade point average
of l. 75 or above.

2
The use of a chi square (X ) analysis

allowed this to be figured from the data received through
the research design.
Chi square allows data to be expressed in frequencies
or categories such as achievers or nonachievers.

Two by two

chi square comparison tables were calculated comparing
Groups #1, #2, #3, and #4 of this study with similar freshmen from 1963 through 1967.

From these comparisons it

be-7

came apparent that those subjects who received behavioral
group counseling achieved a g!ade point average of 1.75 or
above more often than those who were not exposed to the
counseling.

In comparing the counseled groups of the pres-

2
ent study with previous freshmen, positive x •s at the .05
level in the direction of behavioral group bcunseling were
received.
The chi square analyses indicate the value of
posing freshmen to behavioral group counseling.

ex-'·-·~--~

A signif-

icu.nt number of freshmen in the present study achieved at
the 1.75 grade point average or above as they are compa.red
with freshmen from previous years.

This significance in

achievement has definite meaning in considering what approach
should be taken in counbeling future freshmen at Bethany
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Bible College.
II.

RECO.f:.11vJ.ENDATIONS FOH J.i'UR'rHER STUDY

The researcher believes that this

inv~stigation

has

indicated the need for further study in the area of behavioral group counseling of Bible college freshmen.

Due to

the paucity of group counseling studies that have taken
place using a Bible college population, it is hoped that the
findings of this study will help motivate others to conduct:
research in similar colleges, especially Bible colleges.
The researcher further hopes that the findings of this
current investigation may have touched particular areas of
interest relative to Bible college freshmen.

The follo-v:ing

specific suggestions are deemed by the investigator as being
most important:
1.

Research be done to discover in clearer terms

what\

really happens as a result of the counseling sessions.

Does

change take place because of an improved self-·concept or
just because a counselor has shown interest in a group 9f
subjects?
2.

Depth studies be conducted on a two or more semester

basis using the counseling approach of this present study,
such as a longitudinal study covering a class from freshman
year through sen1or year.
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3.

Further group counseling studies bb made replacing

the counselor with a selected upper-class student.
4.

A follow-up study of the ninety-six subjects in-

volved in the present study.
5.

Research on the feelings of the subjects which were

involved in this study.

What did the subjects think or feel

was happening in or as a result of the sessions?
6.

Investigate behavioral group counseling as defined

in this current study in two separate Bible colleges, the
populations being similar in size and background and the
sessions being held during the same year.
7.

Conduct a study in which some type of test for

evaluation of the self-concept could be given to the subjects involved.

This test should be administered before

subjects are exposed to the group counseling and after the
counseling sessions are concluded.
8.

Research be attempted where the effects of be-

havioral group counseling could be compared with groups of
students representing those who enter college with high
school grade point averages below 2.5 and those entering
with grade point averages above 2.5.
III.

SUMI'1ARY

about the effect of behavioral group counseling on freshmen
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at Bethany Bible College.

It is hoped that this informa-

tion will prove to be valuable to other colleges, especially
those who are members of the Accrediting Association of
Bible Colleges.

Other Bible colleges appear to·have a simi-

lar problem with freshmen achievement and may profi·t by the
findings of this study.
However, other unanswered questions have been exposed by this investigation which was conducted for one
semester in one Bible college.

The total area of counseling

college freshmen with the approach used in the current study
has seen a paucity of research as evidenced by the limited
nunilier of reported studies.

It is hoped that this study

will be only the beginning of numerous other studies dealing
in the area of behavioral counseling college freshmen.
These research efforts should explore, analyze, and evaluate
the entire behavioral group counseling

proc~ss.

Investiga-

tions are particularly needed as they relate to the longterm effects of behavioral group counseling.
The results of this study should be of interest to
administrators of colleges where a portion of their entering
students come from backgrounds that do not promise high
academic achievement in college.

With effort being made to

recruit college students from urban centers and minority
races r many stude11ts ntJ.y be available; but often they do no·t

)
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have the academic preparation.

Perhaps this study may be

of help in counseling such students.
The results of this study have indicated that freshmen at Bethany Bible College with low high school grade
point averages who were exposed to behavioral group counseling achieved the minimum 1.75 grade point average or above
more often than similar students who did not receive the
counseling.

With the approach to counseling used in this

st.udy 1 one counselor was able to counsel forty--eight students
per week.

The counselor used only six hours of his weekly

time schedule 1 and the counseled students achieved. significantly more often than noncounseled students.

This is

compared with a traditional one-to-one counseling approach
where a counselor would be involved in forty-eight hours of
counseling per week if he were to spend one hour with each
subject.
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